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Electric Cloud announced that it is offering a one-year subscription of ElectricAccelerator Developer
Edition (EADE) at no cost, for the next 60 days, to developers worldwide. Using the application
developer&#39;s own multicore desktop, EADE reliably speeds the build process and increases
productivity - delivering better products faster than ever before.
"With EADE we&#39;re taking our market-leading build acceleration technology and democratizing it
so any developer can quickly and easily see the benefits using inexpensive and off-the-shelf
multicore machines," said Electric Cloud CEO Mike Maciag. "As more developers move to agile
methodologies and, by extension, more frequent iterations - the necessity for a solution like EADE is
inarguable."
EADE ensures fast and accurate builds by identifying and monitoring dependencies. This is
important for development shops of any size looking to build their applications quickly and efficiently.
This patented technology completely automates the dependency management of software builds,
enabling both aggressive and reliable parallelization across all available cores of the
developer&#39;s desktop&mdash;from 4 all the way up to 64. For the next 60 days, Electric Cloud is
offering a free one-year subscription for the four core version of EADE. This offer includes
ElectricInsight, a graphical build analytics tool that provides build visualization and debugging
capabilities.
"With other solutions you can choose to be fast and dangerous or slow and safe. With EADE, you
can be both fast and safe," said David Rosen, Product Manager of Electric Accelerator.
ElectricAccelerator Developer Edition delivers several key benefits, including:
* Fast, reliable parallel builds: EADE can dramatically reduce build times&mdash;by as much as 70
percent
* Intuitive and actionable visualization of the build structure, allowing optimization and quality
improvements
* Accurate incremental builds: this guarantees correctness, increasing productivity in the daily
development cycle
With this offer, anyone can download the new version of EADE, install it on a machine and
immediately start recognizing the benefits of a faster build cycle through parallelization. The first
1-year subscription is being offered at no cost, with $10 per-month subscription pricing after that.
About Electric Cloud
Electric Cloud delivers solutions that automate and accelerate the application development and
delivery process. The company&#39;s award-winning products help development organizations to
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speed time to market, boost developer productivity, and improve software while leveraging the
operational efficiencies provided by virtualized/cloud infrastructures. Leading companies across a
variety of industries, including financial services, ISVs, mobile devices, semiconductors and
transactional websites rely on Electric Cloud&#39;s automation solutions. For more information, visit
http://www.electric-cloud.com.
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